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L

ogistics and production systems are confronted with
a highly volatile business environment, a situation
which increasingly pushes common supply chain analytics approaches to their limits. Process mining is an emerging technique to provide insights into business processes
as they are being executed. However, the application of
process mining in cross-organizational context has not
been conclusively researched. In a literature overview, we
review a set of 34 papers on the application of process
mining in supply chains and classify them according to a
three-stage maturity model. We find the majority of academic publications (28 papers) to focus on the construction of cross-organizational process models, 5 publications to derive models for alerting deviations and
recommending decision support, and 1 paper to focus on
automatic adjustments of the system behavior. Based on
these findings, we conclude that the exploitation of process mining will be a key competitive advantage in supply
chain management in the upcoming years. This applies
not only for the design and management of steady-state
supply chains, but also for the rapid adaptation of new
solutions in transient systems.
[Supply Chain Analytics, Cross-Organization, Inter-Organization, Event Log, Steady-state Systems, Transient Systems]

L

ogistik- und Produktionssysteme sind mit einem äußerst volatilen Geschäftsumfeld konfrontiert, eine
Situation, die die gängigen Ansätze der Supply Chain
Analytics zunehmend an ihre Grenzen stoßen lässt. Process Mining ist eine neue Technik, um Einblicke in die Geschäftsprozesse zu gewinnen, während sie ausgeführt
werden. Die Anwendung von Process Mining im organisationsübergreifenden Kontext ist jedoch noch nicht abschließend erforscht. In einem Literaturüberblick werden 34 Veröffentlichungen über die Anwendung von
Process Mining im Supply Chain Management vorgestellt und nach einem dreistufigen Reifegradmodell klas-
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sifiziert. Die Mehrzahl der Publikationen (28 Veröffentlichungen) sind auf die Erstellung organisationsübergreifender Prozessmodelle konzentriert, 5 Veröffentlichungen stellen Modelle zur Warnung vor Abweichungen und
zur Empfehlung von Entscheidungshilfen vor und eine
Veröffentlichung beschreibt die automatische Anpassung
des Systemverhaltens. Auf der Grundlage dieser Erkenntnisse wird geschlussfolgert, dass die Nutzung von
Process Mining in den kommenden Jahren ein entscheidender Wettbewerbsvorteil im Supply Chain Management sein wird. Dies gilt nicht nur für die Gestaltung und
das Management von stationären Lieferketten, sondern
auch für die schnelle Anpassung neuer Lösungen in transienten Systemen.
[Supply Chain Analytics, Organisationsübergreifend, Ereignisprotokoll, Eingeschwungene Systeme, Transiente Systeme]

1

INTRODUCTION

Logistics and production systems are confronted with
a highly dynamic business environment: The product variety is increasing, while orders to be fulfilled are getting
smaller, but more frequent. Additionally, companies have
to fulfill the demand for increasingly heterogeneous products with increasing number of variants and declining expected delivery times, but raising expected delivery reliability. Due to this business complexity, existing approaches
for supply chain optimization cannot design, operate, and
evaluate an agile supply chain effectively [JBD08], and although an enormous amount of data is available [San16],
known approaches for supply chain analytics are reaching
their limits.
In such an environment, only organizations which
fully comprehend their processes while being able to
quickly re-design them when needed, are able to remain
profitable. Consequently, being aware of both, the actual
logistic and manufacturing processes and the deviations
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from the planned process is essential for companies, in order to gain additional flexibility [BaS03].
Process mining is an emerging technology to support
these efforts. Process mining aims to discover, monitor,
and improve business processes by extracting knowledge
from event logs [Aal11a]. The advantage of deploying process mining techniques is that decisions are based on real,
observed processes and business behavior, not on assumptions or simulations. While process mining is already successfully applied within organizations, deploying system
event logs on transactional level in cross-organizational applications (as it is the case for logistics processes in supply
chains) is still of research interest: Which are the conditions
and requirements to sustainably apply process mining in
supply chains? How can the extracted process models be
exploited to better design processes across organizations?
How sophisticated are process mining techniques in context of supply chains and what are potential future research
fields?
In this article, we introduce a three-level maturity
model for the application of process mining in supply
chains. Given this framework, we review and classify the
current state of the art of process mining in cross-organizational context with focus on logistics and manufacturing
processes. Finally, we discuss practical implications of our
findings.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction into enterprise information systems and derives the shortcomings of conventional supply chain analytics approaches. In Chapter 3, we
describe the methodological background of process mining, and introduce our maturity model. In Chapter 4, we
review and classify the academic literature on the topic into
the maturity model. In Chapter 5, we discuss the practical
implications of our findings and conclude the article in
Chapter 6.
2

DIVERSIFIED ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Supply chain planning and execution is based on a 60year-old deterministic planning paradigm. Planning parameters which are subject to stochastic fluctuations (e.g. leadtime, prices of raw material, and expected machine capacities) are managed in an enterprise software systems as deterministic parameters. In contrast to the past, when supply
chain planning was subject to simpler and more stable conditions, the complexity and uncertainty of supply chains
heavily increased during the last decades. Consequently,
the assumption of deterministic planning parameters is
heavily challenged today. To counteract this uncertainty,
the IT landscape of enterprises considerably diversified.
The large ERP vendors split the software modules according to a divide-and-conquer approach and develop a num-
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ber of novel software modules which take over highly specialized subtasks in the planning and execution of supply
chains.
2.1 DESIGN AND SUB-SYSTEMS
The core of all Enterprise Information Systems is the
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. ERP is the
“system of records” [Joh14] of an enterprise, providing a
consistent data basis and managing the master and transaction data of the enterprise. ERP is an enterprise-wide information and execution system [KGG11] which is exploited
to effectively plan and manage all resources of an enterprise [KGG11]. By integrating different business functions
in an organization (such as inventory control, procurement,
distribution, finance, and project management) [TYB02],
ERP aims to improve internal efficiency of the enterprise.
Consequently, ERP is considered the most imperative information technology infrastructure in modern organizations [PaK05].
Increasing competitiveness and new business requirements in supply chains triggered the demand for integrated
information systems and have made ERP vendors to develop additional modules of ERP [KGG11]. Essentially,
the entity of software system, referred to as ERP-II
[Mol05], offers a modularized ERP system, which is webbased and provides full collaboration in the supply chain
[KGG11]. The aim of ERP-II is to pursue inter-organizational collaboration, extending traditional ERP which offered intra-organizational process efficiency [KGG11].
Several components, such as SCM, CRM, or SRM
may be integrated. For example, supply chain management
(SCM) systems provide information such as where the
product is to be produced and the procurement of parts and
delivery schedules. Customer relationship management
(CRM) systems facilitate the managing of a broad set of
functions which primarily include the customer identification process, and customer service management and supplier relationship management (SRM) enables the enterprise to manage its supplier relations in their entire lifecycle [Mol05].
In order to achieve a holistic optimization of the supply chain, requirements, capacities and materials in the procurement, production and delivery process must be planned
simultaneously, a task ERP is not capable of [KuH02]. For
this purpose, Advanced Planning Systems (APS) are deployed. APS were enabled by refining the mathematical
programming models and in particular the genetic algorithms applied to solve the network problems of an entire
supply chain. APS facilitate the central management of the
supply chain activities and processes in real time, essentially by extending the MRP-II planning concepts to encompass the entire supply chain, and as a result the systems
in effect are SCM systems [Mol05].
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Although ERP already takes over important functionalities as an execution system, these are only directed at the
internal focus. To compensate for these deficits, Supply
Chain Execution Systems (SCES) are exploited. SCES take
over tasks from warehouse, transport, production and order
management with the aim to cover the time lag between
planning and execution [FMW05].
2.2 SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYTICS
It is widely accepted, both from the academic community and from practitioners, that information from supply
chain data is of high importance for an effective and competitive supply chain [AsM20]. After integrating ERP (e.g.
with modules such as CRM or APS), companies may take
advantage of advanced forms of supply chain analytics
[AsM20]. In this context, analytics is defined as “the extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and predictive models, and fact-based management to drive decisions and actions.” [DaH07] In isolated
tasks (e.g. the forecast of retails [AQS01] or demand and
supply matching [TCC17]), supply chain analytics approaches are applied successfully.
However, despite all the potential benefits of exploiting enterprise data in supply chains, [JoH16] find the benefits promised of Big Data Analytics (BDA) in supply
chain planning were not realized in practice. Although
companies invested in integrating Enterprise Information
Systems, the investment has not led to a competitive advantage [BVL18]. Furthermore, [Cap16] reports only 27
percent of international organizations to consider their
BDA efforts to be profitable. [AsM20] conclude current research to fail considering the context, failing to be actionable for practitioners, and academics to develop methods
that are not relevant for practice. It is therefore unclear how
to unleash the potential benefits of supply chain data, in order to design and maintain more competitive supply chains
[AsM20].
3

METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The problem so far is that exploitation of supply chain
analytics has only led to the digitization of data, but not to
the digitization of processes [Aal16]. Although enterprise
information systems are increasingly “process aware”, little attention is devoted to process monitoring and process
improvement [AaW04]. We therefore believe it is insufficient to analyze data without process reference, but instead
necessitate the understanding of the processes in supply
chains across the enterprises involved, in order to make
sustainable and profitable decisions about the design and
optimization of supply chains.
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3.1 ON THE IMPORTANCE OF PROCESS MINING
This assumption is supported by the increasing importance of the vendors of process mining software: Celonis, the world market leader in process mining, was valued
at around EUR 2.5 billion in 2019, which is more than doubled within a year [HKM19]. Despite their efforts, vendors
of process mining software have opened up hardly one percent of a global market estimated at EUR 40 to 50 billion
[Mag20].
Process mining is considered an emerging technology
in European and US enterprises: [Abb20] conducts a survey of 400 senior directors, managing directors, and Clevel professionals from organizations with at least 50 employees in the US, the UK, France, and Germany from six
industries (including logistics, transportation and distribution). They find 65 percent of companies to currently use,
or being in the early stage of adopting process mining.
[Abb20] concludes that companies realize the need for better insights into business-critical and customer facing processes: Companies being passive in understanding their
processes risk operational inefficiencies and poor customer
experiences.
[RoH20] conduct a similar study with 120 managers
from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland in companies
with an annual turnover of more than EUR 1 billion.
[RoH20] conclude process mining to currently be a niche
topic with, however, rapidly growing importance. In less
than half of the surveyed companies, an implementation of
process mining projects is planned or already initiated.
However, more than 60 percent of the companies surveyed
attribute great importance to this topic for the coming
years.
In the academic research, process mining has been of
interest since 2001 and yields convincing results in various
application cases. Reviews can be found for the application
of process mining in healthcare context [RoC19], application scenarios for process mining in various industry sectors [TFB18], and with focus on the realization of business
value from process mining [EgH20]. Process mining has
been successfully applied in various intra-organizational
problems [ARW07], the challenges of using supply chain
event logs that span different companies are, however, not
conclusively researched so far.
3.2 THEORY
Process mining is a BDA technique aiming at discovering, monitoring, and improving real business processes
and provides an important bridge between data mining and
business process modeling and analysis [AAA12]. Starting
point is an event log, which stores a list of evens, each referring to a process instance (case) and an activity. Events
are ordered chronological and additional properties (e.g.
timestamp or resource data) may be present [AAA12]. The
event logs typically stem from process-aware information
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systems such as workflow applications or ERP systems
[InG08], customer relationship management systems
(CRM) or workflow management systems (WfMS)
[AWM04].
Process mining extracts information from the event
logs to capture the business process as it is being executed,
rather than building the process model theoretically
[AaW04]. These process models will then be represented
in Petri nets (or similar graphical representations, e.g. UML
or hidden Markov models) [AAA12]. Three types of process mining can be distinguished [AAA12]: In the discovery phase, the process model is constructed on the basis of
event logs without using any additional a-priori information. An existing process model is compared with the
event log of the same process in the conformance phase. In
the enhancement phase, an existing process model is extended or improved by using information on the actual process recorded with event logs.
3.3 PROCESS MINING IN SUPPLY CHAINS
When different organizations construct process models of their joint operations, this is called cross-organizational process modeling [BoA11]. We identify three types
of cross-organizational cooperation: Cooperation between
legally separate organizations, cooperation within one legally coherent organization that has grown inorganically,
and cooperation in one legally coherent organization with
independent entities (e.g. branches). Depending on the type
of cross-organizational cooperation involved, some of the
concerns described below will be more or less pronounced.
However, in the following, we do not differentiate between
these types of cooperation.
There is a great awareness that organizations need to
monitor and optimize their businesses across the organizational boundaries [LeW07], [Ber08]. Manual construction
of cross-organizational processes, however, is difficult and
time-consuming since several people from different organizations have to put together their partial knowledge of the
overall process, and the running event log of the workflow
is usually distributed on different severs owned by different
companies [AWM04]. This is especially the case for logistics processes, which are characterized by a high number of
frequently changing organizations involved in a supply
chain as well as the variety of goods handled and services
offered. On the one side, this dynamic behavior necessitates well documented processes. On the other side, it complicates sustainable process documentation and optimization. However, since the identification and tracking of
goods in the supply chain is completely digitally documented, logistics systems have the opportunity to greatly
benefit from process mining.
The deployment of process mining in cross-organizational context raises various questions, both in research and
in practice. In supply chains, several organizations are
forced to closely collaborate and to jointly handle process
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instances. Discovering end-to-end processes necessitates
merging the event logs of different organizations. However, sharing information within the supply chain may be
critical due to competitive reasons or lack of trust. In contrast to organization-internal deployment of process mining, cross-organizational process mining emerges problems related to confidentially, privacy, and data
heterogeneity [Aal11b]. Further, the problem of compatibility and integration of information systems and processes
is still a concern [BuM16]. Still, the vast majority of companies face significant discrepancies between the (envisioned) process specifications and the observed reality
[KaS17].
3.4 MATURITY MODEL FOR APPLYING PROCESS
MINING IN SUPPLY CHAINS
Today, the management of supply chains relies on the
update of the data sources integrated in (near) real-time,
and further, sufficient computing power is available to analyze events as they occur. Consequently, process mining
should not be restricted to subsequent analysis, but can be
applied for online operational support [AAA12]. To provide operational support using process mining, [AAA12]
identify three activities: detect, predict, and recommend. In
the moment, a case deviates from the process model, one
can generate a notification immediately. Predictive models
can be constructed using historical deviation data. Based on
these predictions, a recommendation may be derived to
propose particular actions.
Inspired by the insights derived from BDA and process mining, we derive our maturity model for the application of process mining in supply chains. Following the examples proposed in [AAA12], our model is composed of
three stages and tailored, but not limited to the application
of process mining in supply chains. We identify three activities for process mining in supply chains: Construction
of cross-organizational process models, Alerting deviations
and providing Decision Support, and Automated Adjustments of processes and decisions.
Just as in the discovery phase, constructing cross-organizational process models aims at building the process
model to depict the state of the art. In contrast to common
algorithms, additional difficulties arise from the fact that
the data sources may be physically separated, and thus interfaces need to be defined, the data need to be merged, and
converting of data types needs to be considered. Further, if
the companies do not want to share their entire process
model with partners and potential competitors, construction algorithms of cross-organizational process models
need to maintain privacy.
Given the cross-organizational process model, process
mining algorithms may be exploited to detect deviations
and raise an alert and to provide decision support. We differentiate an optimization from a stabilization effect:
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Deviations may occur in and be detected for both, the
data and the process model. For example, defective data
may be incorrect product information (e.g. an incorrect
price or delivery date), discoordination between the partners (e.g. defective value for lead time), or sensor faults
(e.g. inventory mismatches in ERP and warehouse). The
occurrence of these errors can be detected through a comprehensive process analysis and necessitates to adjust the
control parameters in the IT systems. After integrating statistical analysis methods, the process model provides a recommendation as to which value the parameter should be
adjusted to.
Deviations in the process model include product routing errors (e.g. shipping to the wrong customer), missing
log data (e.g. due to server hardware faults), or human mistakes in manufacturing or inventory management (e.g.
picking an incorrect part number). If the running process is
executed on a branch that has caused problems (e.g. delivery time delays) in previous executions with a given probability (e.g. 95%), an alert is issued. By establishing this
transparency, it is possible to respond to problems at an
early stage, for example by re-planning the production sequence. Advanced analysis methods may recommend appropriate interventions, or allow the impact of different alternatives to be predicted.
After integrating further technological developments,
such as prescriptive analytics, artificial intelligence, machine learning or robotic automation, the process mining
technique may not only provide decision support, but to automatically adjust the deviation. The deviations occurring
in reality are detected by the process model and counteracted by the integrated decision techniques, so that the supply chain becomes a self-regulating and self-controlling
system. Consequently, this situation does not necessarily
involve any human decision-maker, and the technology can
be considered as fully autonomous digital twin of the supply chain.
4

LITERATURE REVIEW

We conduct a literature review which is based on the
results described in [JCS18]. The Systematic Literature Review (SLR) method is used in [JCS18] to review a collection of twenty-one papers regarding cross-organizational
process mining approaches in supply chains published between 2001 and 2016. [JCS18] present a clear and structured overview on the topic and focus of providing meta
information of the literature, whereas the contents of the
publications are only marginally discussed.
With our literature research, we extend the collection
of literature presented by [JCS18] to 34 papers published
until 2020 and aim to provide insights into practical implications of process mining in supply chains. In the following, we present the results of our review and classify the
papers found according to our maturity model.
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4.1 CONSTRUCTION
We find 28 papers with respect to construction of
cross-organizational process models. Out of this set, 3 papers describe fundamental definitions and requirements for
applying process mining in cross-organizational context, 4
papers address the problem of privacy preservation, and 3
papers are concerned with performance of cross-organizational construction of process models. Although data is reported to be “readily available in today’s systems”
[Aal11a], this is actually not the case in many cross-organizational process mining projects. Therefore, 11 papers address the problem of technology and software integration,
and 2 papers describe the integration of cross-organizational process mining with blockchain technology. Finally,
5 papers report applications of cross-organizational process
mining and describe case studies.
4.1.1 DEFINITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
With collaboration and exploiting commonality,
[Aal11b] considers two basic settings for cross-organizational process mining. In a collaborative setting, different
organizations work together to jointly handle process instances. Collaborations are divided into:
•

Capacity sharing: The routing of case is under
the control of one organization, while the execution is distributed.

•

Chained execution: The process is split into disjoint sub-processes, which are executed by organizations in sequential order.

•

Subcontracting: Sub-processes are subcontracted
to other organizations.

•

Case transfer: Each organization is capable of
executing the process. Each case, however, resides at exactly one location.

•

Loosely coupled: The sub-processes are defined
locally, that is, there is no organization which
needs to know the entire process.

In a setting of exploiting commonality, different organizations aim to learn from each other or to share a mutual infrastructure, while essentially executing the same
process. For example, municipalities offering the same service to the citizens are interested in sharing an infrastructure (e.g. IT) and sharing experiences. Furthermore,
[Aal11b] differentiates horizontal and vertical partitioning:
In horizontal partitioning, the process is split into parts and
each fragment of the overall process is under the control of
one organization. In vertical partitioning, cases are distributed over several organizations each using their own variant of the process.
[Aal00] focuses on loosely coupled cross-organizational workflows and addresses the problem of cross-organizational workflow construction and verification. After
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defining properties for consistency, [Aal00] introduces an
analysis technique to verify the validity of a cross-organizational work flow, which is also implemented in a software tool. Given a cross-organizational process model, the
algorithm is able to determine basic properties, such as the
absence of deadlocks and livelocks in Petri nets depicting
cross-organizational processes. Given the communication
structure (that is, the protocol of the partners in a supply
chain), [Aal00] extends the algorithm presented for the efficient verification of consistency with the process model.
In order to discover process models in supply chains,
[MWW03] define requirements for the deployment of process mining techniques: First, each partner involved has to
enable task registration to allow recording all tasks or activities which have been executed in the process. Second,
the partners especially have to agree on common order and
quotation numbers for the same type of process. Given
these requirements, [MWW03] present two heuristic methods for discovering process models in supply chains and
inducing Petri nets for process representation. However,
when applying these methods in practical situations,
[MWW03] identify the problem of noisy workflow logs
(due to missing registration data or input errors), to yield
incomplete business process models. Despite these limitations, [MWW03] conclude that supply chain activity can
be improved when partners benefit of a deeper understanding of the entire distributed process.
4.1.2 PRIVACY, TRUST, AND SECURITY
[CKL02] detail how to model composite E-services as
cross-organizational workflows. An E-contract can be
briefly described as an abstraction of an agreement between
two or more parties in which the parties agree on a task assignment in a shared process. [CKL02] present a methodology to define and verify an E-contract and develop an advanced cross-organizational workflow environment for
cooperation with other organizations over the Internet for
E-service enactment. Finally, [CKL02] raise the question
of trust and security: In order to cooperate, each party must
be able to view at least a subset of the other party’s workflow which specifies the tasks obliged to perform, while
maintaining the privacy of other unauthorized information.
For example, customers may want to check the progress of
order process, but the contractor must not pass on internal
information, e.g. whether the order has been post-processed. In the workflow view mechanism proposed by
[CKL02], each partner specifies a view of its internal workflow which is accessible to the other parties.
[LDZ16] also address privacy-preservation in crossorganizational business processes for both, the event logs,
and the process model itself. [LDZ16] propose a framework to handle privacy which includes that:
•

Each organization discovers its private and public business process models in event logs,
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•

A trusted third-party midware takes the public
process models as input and generates cooperative public process model fragments of each organization, and

•

Each organization combines its private business
process model with its relevant public fragments
to obtain the organization-specific cross-organization cooperative business process model.

[LDZ16] transfer the framework to algorithms for
mining cross-organizational cooperative process models
based on Petri nets.
[ISV15] present a privacy-preserving business process
recommendation and composition system. The system generates a differentially private dataset of execution sequences which can be published and shared with other organizations for composition and implementation of their
business processes. For this purpose, [ISV15] exploit the
sequential composition property of differential private
computations by modeling the execution sequences as a
graph and performing random walk on this graph in order
to generate comparable execution sequences which cannot
be linked to a contributing organization. With this approach, privacy can be preserved if an executable business
process has to be composed based on the knowledge of existing business processes, as it is the case when creating
business processes which utilize existing web services.
[ALG17] address the problem of modeling cross-organizational processes out of the private process models of
the organizations which aim to collaborate. [ALG17] present a set of process adaption patterns to connect private
process models: By deploying a process mining approach,
the private processes are analyzed and interoperability issues are identified. To resolve interoperability issues identified, a process adaptation patterns specification is proposed. Finally, the identified patterns are applied to adapt
the private processes and build a single cross-organizational process.
4.1.3 PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
[Gor19] presents a supply chain topology model in order to improve its overall efficiency. The focus of optimization lies on cost and material management for participants, while at the same time maintaining flexibility: If, for
example, the delivery along the standard path is not possible, another supplier or distribution path should be selected
without significantly rising costs. [Gor19] raises and discusses various questions for further research, including selection of tools and techniques for supply chain model
building, collection of necessary data, choosing effectiveness measures, model verification, and results evaluation.
[HaS19] investigate the performance of five automated process discovery techniques within a controlled
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simulation environment of the logistics processes in a manufacturing company. For performance evaluation, [HaS19]
choose fitness (that is, the ability of the model to reproduce
behavior contained in the log), and precision (the ability of
the model to generate the behavior present in the event log)
as performance measures. [HaS19] find discovery algorithms to overall perform better, when using more extensive event logs both in terms of fitness and precision. However, when the process models are less complex, the
algorithms are found to perform better with smaller data
sets. Latter phenomenon is amplified through integration of
the supply chain within Industry 4.0 and should be considered especially by companies with long delivery cycles,
long processing times, and parallel production.
[PKB17] consider the co-existence of multiple variants of the same business process within similar organizations. Common process fragments may be extracted from
the repository of the process models during the design
phase in order to significantly accelerate the design process. [PKB17] investigate the use of ontological theories
for the theoretical analysis of process fragments and propose morphological fragments to support composability
and flexibility. Further, [PKB17] present an algorithm for
extracting common morphological fragments from a collection of event logs, and a supporting algorithm for clustering fragments based on a degree of morphological similarity.
4.1.4 TECHNOLOGY AND SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
To make supply chain data accessible for process mining, [GCM09] propose to use RFID events. Since Electronic Product Code (EPC) information (which uniquely
identifies each product) are processed, there is no explicit
notion of a case identifier that groups events belonging to
the same process instance and thus, RFID events cannot be
used directly for process mining. To make process mining
applicable, every event has to be assigned to a process instance. Using EPC as a process ID does not work, however,
due to the problem of various packing and assembly operations during the process. The shipper of a product may
pack cartons on a pallet and pallets into a container, which
might prevent reading the RFID tags attached to the products. Thus, the focus shifts from the single product to the
container. By tracking aggregation and transformation during the process, [GCM09] derive an algorithm of mining
supply chain processes based on EPCglobal events. In a
simulation study, [GCM09] validate coherence, quantities,
and transition reliability of the mined processes.
In order to make use of process mining in supply
chains, enterprises need to share event logs and transactional data. However, system vendors may record and describe the events according to their own standards and languages [DoA05]. To overcome this problem, [KLK09]
present a generic data model to extract process trace data
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from event logs stored in SAP NetWeaver, which provides
a facility for integrating SAP and non-SAP systems.
[CMJ07] present an ontology for integrating UML
methods with XML nets for design, execution, and monitoring of cross-organizational business processes. UML is
a standard modeling language, which supports business
processes acquiring for both professionals, and non-professionals. However, UML lacks of dynamic analysis, verification, and precise formal semantics capabilities. By integrating UML with XML nets (which is an advanced variant
of Petri nets), [CMJ07] support all activities in Business
Process Management: Since XML nets are machine readable, the process can be designed automatically. When executing XML nets in the workflow engine, the process can
be executed. Finally, after defining process indicators, the
process is automatically monitored.
[SZW11] propose to apply process mining techniques
in the fragmentation of workflows for distributed execution. Since workflow systems are typically build upon a client/server architecture, which uses a single server to manage the operations of an entire process, decentralization of
workflow applications in distributed workflows on several
servers improves the efficiency of the workflows systems
and provides scalability for cross-organizational workflow
management. Based on the discovered process model,
[SZW11] determine the minimum server resources required for distributed execution and present an algorithm
for the fragmentation of the workflow in order to achieve
efficient server usage.
In cross-organization context, multiple data sources
are often integrated to adopt “Big Data” techniques to extract statistics or other latent information [AzC13]. Data integration, however, requires different parties to agree on a
common model and to provide a uniform interface to query
the different interconnected data sources. [AzC13] propose
a semantic lifting approach (that is, all transformations of
low-level systems logs carried out in order to achieve a
conceptual description of business process instances) to
process distributed data, especially tailored for process
mining algorithms.
When using cloud computing, organizations executing
the same process can benefit from converged infrastructures and share information about how different variants of
the process are executed. [BCM14] present a cloud computing multi-tenancy architecture with systematic extraction
and composition of distributed data into coherent event
logs, and the integration of online process mining techniques for the extraction of business rules. These business
rules provide a way to represent complex behavior under
an “open world assumption” where everything is allowed
until it is explicitly forbidden. As a result, users can monitor the process variants at runtime and continuously im-
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prove the cloud control and its architecture, e.g. by optimizing the allocation of the resources on the available
nodes.
In [BCM18], the authors present an extension of the
work described in [BCM14] which covers cross-organizational process mining in multi-tenancy cloud environments
of different organizations executing the same process in
different variants. The approach exploits contextual information (tenant id, node id, and trace id), which is later used
to identify traces belonging to the same process variance.
From the collected event logs, a set of business rules is discovered to represent the process variants running on the
cloud infrastructure.
[ClP14] address the problem of merging historical recorded data for process mining in cross-organizational context. They differentiate three levels of merging: Raw datalevel (i.e. databases), structured data-level (i.e. event logs),
and model level (i.e. process models). Merging data at
structured level seems appropriate for cross-organizational
process mining because first, individual partners are responsible for selecting, structuring, and choosing the abstraction level (which is less convenient at the level of the
raw data as recorded in databases), and second, the choice
of the mining technique can be postponed. Consequently,
[ClP14] present a rule-based algorithm with tool support to
merge event logs of different sources in support of crossorganizational process modeling. Two consecutive steps
are performed: First, the algorithm discovers links between
two event logs to indicate which data in both logs is considered to belong to the same process instance. Second,
based on the configured links, the algorithm merges the
data of both events to form a new event log.
In differentiation to approaches merging event logs
from different organizations on one server, [ZSD13] propose a process mining based integration approach to obtain
cross-organizational workflow models, whose event logs
are distributed in different servers located in different organizations. The event logs contain information on resource allocation and messages exchanged, which are two
important coordination mechanisms between organizations. The concept is based on extended Petri nets which
allow representations of resource allocation and message
exchanged in workflows. By using this process mining approach, four coordination patterns (namely synchronized
activities, messages exchanged, shared resources, and abstract procedures) between the organizations can be obtained. Additionally, [ZSD13] present a process integration
approach for a cross-organizational workflow according to
the coordination patterns.
[BeI17] investigate how to apply context awareness
based on Machine Learning in process mining of logistic
systems. They retrieve additional information from the
event logs recorded, namely the frequency of occurrence of
each sub-process (that is, visit of successive machines), and
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the stability of each sub-process (by calculating the coefficient of variation of cycle time). By applying k-medoids
clustering algorithm, [BeI17] are able to group similar process variants together and thus support process discovery.
[KOJ20] introduce a process analytics framework to
support process-oriented analysis, as well as data-oriented
analysis. The framework consists of a business process environment including collaborative processes, a data storage
of process warehouses and process cubes (generated from
the event logs and their metadata), and an analysis environment using the process cubes through data- and processoriented analytics tools. To analyze the performance of
business processes, [KOJ20] present collaborative performance measures on the basis of SCOR-model, with the perspectives finance, partnership, collaboration processes, and
growth. Finally, [KOJ20] present three applications of the
framework in supply chain analytics: First, the process
model is discovered, and second, operation performance is
analyzed (applying data analytics techniques, such as classification for on-time delivery, and regression for design
change rate). Finally, a decision tree classifier is deployed
to predict performance measures such as completion time
or costs.
4.1.5 INTEGRATING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
[TöT19] propose blockchain technology to be the
gateway for the connection of processes and to deliver the
relevant data for process mining. Blockchain technology
supports cross-organizational process mining since external parties (e.g. suppliers, customers, auditors, or inspectors) can be integrated as equal partners which trust transactions stored in and verified by the blockchain. [TöT19]
propose to exploit blockchain technology to bridge the gap
between the IT systems of different organizations, and generating event data through the use of smart contracts. By
evaluating the answers of 56 experts from industrial practice and process consulting in a questionnaire, [TöT19]
confirm their hypothesis regarding process breaks between
different IT systems. However, the idea of implementing
blockchain technology in supply chains is seen critical: The
experts identify impediments for implementation and the
performance of mass data processing.
[KPT19] address the problem of applying process
mining to smart contracts and present a framework for extracting and analyzing blockchain event data. For executing
cross-organizational processes, blockchain technology is
becoming increasingly important since it guarantees that all
participants in the network agree on the states of transactional data. [KPT19] present a framework to extract event
data from Ethereum’s transaction log. The presented
framework consists of three parts: The manifest is a metamodel which specifies how data are logged, the extractor
applies the rules from the manifest and retrieves the data,
and the generator produces logging code to support smart
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contract developers. In a case study, the implementation of
the framework is demonstrated and validated.
4.1.6 APPLICATIONS AND CASE STUDIES
[Li10] uses process mining to derive virtual organizations structure models from log data extracted from supply
chain management systems (SCMS). Since the event logs
contain information on the performers executing or initiating the event, the relation and collaboration of performers
can be extracted. In this way, [Li10] compensates the lack
of existing organizational structures throughout supply
chains.
[EAZ12] uncover cross-organizational business processes of an automotive supplier company by analyzing
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messages. Traditional
EDI systems are typically solely responsible for sending
and receiving messages and are thus “unaware” of the process. Consequently, EDI messages do not contain explicit
case identifies to map individual messages to process instances. Therefore, [EAZ12] define specific data elements
(such as order or shipment number) as identifier. In the next
subsequent process step, however, the identifier may
change (e.g. the order is shipped with a new number).
Therefore, [EAZ12] develop an algorithm to identify overlapping correlators which are used to trace the interdependencies of individual EDI messages. Finally, [EAZ12] present the Heuristics Miner algorithm for mining the business
process from the correlated EDI messages.
[EKZ16] address the shortcomings associated with usage of EDI technology, as well: Since EDI messages are
widely used for collaboration in B2B business, but typically lack a notion of the process, systematic approaches
for applying business intelligence and process mining
methods are not available. [EKZ16] present a framework
for the application of process mining techniques for EDIsupported cross-organizational business processes. In a
case study, [EKZ16] evaluate the applicability of the
framework for investigating cross-organizational business
processes for a German consumer goods manufacturing
company with its retail business partners. After defining the
KPIs “Total revenue” (to measure financial performance),
“Average revenue per customer”, and “Average ordered
quantities per customer” (to measure customer satisfaction), [EKZ16] are able to derive in-depth investigations
and correlate the business performance and customer satisfaction to observed problems (such as late delivery and late
invoice). However, [EKZ16] conclude that deriving financial KPIs solely from EDI messages is insufficient and
therefore including further data sources is necessary to extend the performance analysis.
[BDA12] propose an approach for the comparison of
process models and process execution between organizations. Almost all performance indicators used in business
process intelligence systems (such as average time required
for a case to be processed, arrival rate of new cases over
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time, the share of waiting time in total time, average number of different activities per case) can be used as metrics
to compare process models. Applied to cross-organizational processes of municipalities, [BDA12] demonstrate
that even simple metrics (such as average throughput time)
provide valuable insights for comparing organizations regarding “better” performance when both organizations
share comparable process models.
[JSR19] detect the actual container movements in a
port and measure the dwell time of logistics processes from
arrival of the container at the port (unloading) to departure
of the port (truck out). With this approach, [JSR19] are able
to provide insights into possible process optimization by
reveling the handling difference of the container with fastest dwell time (1 hour, 6 minutes), and median dwell time
of all containers (5.5 days).
4.2 ALERTING AND DECISION SUPPORT
We find 5 papers to present frameworks and algorithms according to alerting deviations and providing decision support. The publications are further clustered in Correlation Analyses, Business Process Monitoring, and
Compliance Monitoring and Computational Auditing.
4.2.1 CORRELATION ANALYSES
[LHZ09] present an iterative process mining algorithm
to analyze correlations between combinations of process
parameters, and the degree of customer satisfaction. The
objective of the algorithm is to identify the improvement
actions for supply chain network optimization in term of
fuzzy association rules. In a case scenario, [LHZ09]
demonstrate how to identify root causes of the failure of
products, based on the historical process data. In this example, [LHZ09] find suppliers’ lead time, quantity of material
ordered, and fixture angle of the machine to be important
parameters on customer satisfaction, which are indicated
by delivery time and number of defective items. When applying their algorithm, [LHZ09] propose to identify the primary factors which have a great effect on customer satisfaction in a supply chain. However, the approach is
computational expensive to identify significant association
rules since it requires an enormous amount of data, but provide valuable managerial insights.
[RLM12] present a methodology, system architecture,
and implementation of a Business Process Insights (BPI)
platform for discovery, execution, and evolution of semi
structured end-to-end processes. A semi structured process
is defined as a process which may cross enterprise boundaries and whose execution is not coordinated by one single
entity. To synthesize the process model, [RLM12] deploy
correlation rules on the events which generate process instance traces. The process traces are then used to explore
aggregate behavior of the process (by deploying process
mining algorithms) or for training predictive models (such
as decision trees) to make predictions on future behavior in
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real time. The predictions include the computation of the
likelihood of tasks in a running instance, triggering alerts,
and injecting actions into source systems in order to seize
opportunities or trigger counter-measure to avoid risks.
4.2.2 BUSINESS PROCESS MONITORING
[CVW13] propose an approach to flexibly design and
enact cross-organizational business process monitoring
based on Product-Workflow design. Since organizations
strive for agility and flexibility, a common strategy is to focus on their core businesses, and engage in collaborations
with partners to maintain and possibly improve the level of
quality and cost-effectiveness. Collaboration, however, requires active control and monitoring, which should always
support the passive method for coordination, established
through contracts. [CVW13] present an approach for designing optimal business process monitoring which can be
flexibly re-designed as the collaborations evolves (e.g.
when processes are outsourced to new partners, partners
are substituted, or new contracts are deployed).
4.2.3 COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND
COMPUTATIONAL AUDITING
[WHT18a] identify an immense integration gap between enterprise systems and compliance management systems, triggering massive manual efforts for controls, increasing redundancy, and errors (e.g. inaccuracy of goods
descriptions, wrong claims of duties). To address this problem, [WHT18a] present a systematic compliance monitoring framework for regulatory supervision in supply chains,
analyzing operational processes focusing on import and
manufacturing. In the framework, process discovery aims
to elicit the process model and compliance rules. The process model encodes all the sequences of activities that are
allowed by the organization’s information system and the
compliance rules. The process model is then used to analyze event logs for conformance checking and for detecting
possible deviations. Finally, the identified deviations are
analyzed together with the stakeholders involved.
[WHT18b] propose a framework for the application of
process mining to assist manufacturing companies and regularity authorities with computational auditing, based on
fault taxonomy. Business process models are used to capture various logistics (e.g. movements in/out warehouse)
and compliance recording processes (e.g. changes in compliance status of processes). [WHT18b] present a generic
fault taxonomy for computational auditing and execute
conformance checking in a case study with empirical data
to automatically diagnose root causes.

distributed control of manufacturing operations, or coordination and cooperation of logistic processes between independent supply chain actors) may be represented by an
MAS. The agents then represent (virtual) entities of a supply chain, such as machines and IoT devices. [BKM19]
propose agent-based modeling (ABM) and process mining
to mutually stimulate business process improvements:
agents can adapt and change their behavior, and update
their strategies based on extracted knowledge from interaction with their environment. Event logs, and the discovered
process models, act as a trusted source for the agents and
provide a shared knowledge of the actual events, which is
not based on conjectures or intuitions. Consequently, instead of designing a MAS which is robust to any type of
disruption, [BKM19] propose to adapt the system and its
behavior under changing circumstances so that the acquisition and analysis of event logs enable intelligent agents to
act autonomously on emergent behavior. Intelligent agents,
who automatically make decisions to fulfill their predefined interests and goals, and the application of the process
mining tool to gain insights in both the individual agent
performance and system performance thus form a synergistic interaction to analyze the impact of agent intelligence
and evaluate the system-wide performance: An agent can
update its perception based on the emergent behavior detected within the process models created and, as a response,
adjust its behavior accordingly. Finally, [BKM19] present
a simulation-based case study which considers the job-shop
scheduling problem with automatic transportation between
the machines by AGVs. [BKM19] find it to be beneficial
for an agent (that is, a machine, an AGV, or a product) to
modify its decision to improve overall system performance.
For example, an AGV may select another routing priority
rule based on a performance quality score (e.g. throughput
time), provided by the process mining algorithm. [BKM19]
conclude the continuous interaction between the agents to
provide opportunities for optimal self-learning capabilities.
5

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Based on the results of our literature review, we discuss the practical implications of our findings. The focus of
our discussion is twofold: We differentiate the application
of cross-organizational process mining in steady-state supply chains from the application in transient systems.
5.1 PROCESS MINING IN STEADY-STATE SUPPLY
CHAINS

[BKM19] propose an architecture to model systemwide behavior by combining process mining with multiagent systems (MAS). Supply chain environments (such as

In steady-state systems, the business processes of supply chains are confronted with known statistical fluctuations and uncertainty (for example, order quantity and delivery time are normally distributed with an empirically
known variance). We identify a transparency and an optimization effect as an advance when applying process mining in these systems. Further, we discuss emerging problems resulting from process transparency.
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By providing end-to-end process transparency of the
entire supply chain, we expect to increase efficiency, responsiveness, and stability of logistics processes. Inefficiencies arising from local optimization efforts can be identified and eliminated. For example, companies (production
plants, wholesalers, retailers) are typically decoupled by intermediate warehousing, which serves to compensate for
stochastic fluctuations. Providing end-to-end process transparency may support decision makers to partially eliminate
these inefficiencies and to reduce bullwhip effect.
Considering the results reported in [BKM19], we believe it to be beneficial to exploit process mining techniques for building an autonomous digital twin of the supply chain. After integrating prescriptive analytics tools, the
digital twin may interact with its environment and extract
domain-knowledge based on the analysis of the process
model. The digital twin may autonomously adapt and
change its behavior and update its strategies based on the
deviations perceived and the consequences forecasted.
Consequently, the transparency effect becomes an optimization effect, when all parties adapt their strategies and behavior decentralized and dynamically with the aim of overall process efficiency.
However, establishing an overall end-to-end process
transparency in the supply chain may emerge a conflict of
interests. Currently, supply chain management is characterized by a divide-and-conquer approach which results in local optimization and decoupling of processes. An overall
(that is, “global”) process transparency urges a global process optimization. Consequently, the partner of the supply
chain must agree on the leading optimization criteria: Does
the cooperation aim at a maximum utilization of machine
and transport capacities, or should delivery reliability be increased? Is time, monetary or quality characteristics leading? The global optimum may only be achieved on the expense of individual partners of the supply chain (who, for
instance, need to produce in a locally inefficient order sequence, or switch container management to prevent repackaging elsewhere). The resolution of this conflict will be left
to negotiation of the parties based on the findings of game
theory.
5.2 PROCESS MINING IN TRANSIENT SUPPLY CHAINS
Unforeseen events beyond the known statistical fluctuations (e.g. the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull or the global
Covid-19 pandemic) impose additional challenges on the
management of complex supply chains. Unique catastrophic events lead to a shutdown of regional, or even
global supply chains. In case of the Covid-19 pandemic,
companies are confronted with temporally and regionally
randomly occurring limitations or complete failures of individual production, transport and storage capacities. We
call such a system, which is constantly confronted with uncertainty and continuously transitions from one unstable
state to another “transient”.
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In such a situation, operational transparency of the
supply chain may make the difference between economic
survival and bankruptcy of a company: In contrast to
steady-state systems, the management of a transient supply
chain (e.g. order policy, payment, and delivery) necessitates abrupt real-time reactions and a comprehensive overview of the current status of all deliveries, orders, and contracts. A lack of overall process transparency may – in the
worst case – delay the search for inefficiencies and shortterm savings in a transient state, until the company is bankrupt.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Supply chain planning is based on a 60-year-old planning paradigm. As the business environment for logistics
and production processes has become increasingly complex in recent decades, supply chain analytics approaches
reach their limit and facilitate local optimizations. Process
mining is a BDA technique to establish an end-to-end process transparency and yields convincing results in projects
with company-internal focus. However, the deployment of
process mining in cross-organizational context, and especially with focus on logistics and manufacturing processes
in supply chains, is still of research interest.
We present a three-stage maturity model and identify
Construction, Alerting and Decision Support, and Automated Adjustments as application activities of process mining in supply chains. Our maturity model is tailored, but not
limited to cross-organizational applications of process mining. We classify 34 papers with focus on process mining in
cross-organizational context according to the maturity
model. From a technical point of view (privacy, data conversion, and merging), we conclude that there is nothing to
hinder cross-organizational process mining in supply
chains. Privacy, for example, may be abstracted by an algorithm or the type of data recoding such that business-relevant data (e.g. order or material number) cannot be traced
back to that company.
By integrating process mining techniques with further
emerging technologies for prescriptive analytics (such as
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Robotic Automation), we believe it to be possible to ultimately build a
digital twin of a supply chain. By exploiting this digital
twin, not only for monitoring and analyzing the supply
chain, but also assessing the consequences of decisions in
the future, we believe it possible to build a self-adapting
and consequently self-healing supply chain with overall efficiency. Finally, we conclude process mining (and the resulting overall process transparency) to possibly mean the
difference between the economic survival and bankruptcy
of a company, when operating in a transient supply chain.
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